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Dear Parents,

As the New Year commenced and the school resumed after a much relaxing winter break, it was refreshing to 

see all the bright faces of our students, full of hope and happiness as they caught up with their friends and 

raved on about how their vacation went by. It was the chilliest time of the year, but that did not deter the Smart 

Wonderites one bit! 

We celebrated the Republic Day with great fervour and the occasion was commemorated with a fabulous Class 

Show presented by the students of class 8. As always, the entire in-house production was directed and 

managed by these very students, and I must applaud them for doing it beautifully. Hum Bharat Se, Bharat Hum 

Se was, perhaps, the most amazing and appropriate culmination to the series of class shows that we have had 

in this session.  

Now, with the final exams around the corner, it is time for the students to pull up their socks and prepare to put 

all their energy into their studies. Assessment is needed as it helps us know the level of skills and competencies 

developed by the students over the year. They also help the students to instill core values such as discipline, 

hard work and resilience as well as the skill of time-management. The entire staff at SWS works together with 

the students to help them revisit the syllabus, plan ahead and cope with any kind of stress associated with the 

exams. As a part of our Honourable Prime Minister's initiative 'Pariksha Pe Charcha', we invited the teachers and 

students to come forward and share some tips and suggestions for a successful and stress-free sail through the 

exams.  

Carrying on with our legacy, we conducted the solemn Tilak ceremony for the outgoing students of class 10 

batch of 2022-23. They sought the blessings of Goddess Saraswati, the deity of knowledge, for their upcoming 

Board examination. The whole SWS fraternity joins me in wishing the outgoing batch of class 10 all the luck 

and best wishes for their Boards. 

With a heavy heart, I share with you the news of the passing away of Sardar Kuljit Singh Ji, father of 

Mr. Sandeep Singh, our Director. May God grant his pious soul eternal peace and the family the strength to bear 

this great loss. 

Warm Regards, 

               Poonamjit Kaur
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Class Show on Republic Day 
thClass 8 students presented their class show 'Hum Bharat Se…Bharat Hum Se' to commemorate the 74  Republic 

Day. The Vice Principal of Senior Wing welcomed the parents to the show that introduced everyone to the pillars 

of our constitution - sovereign, socialist, secular, republic, democratic, equality, fraternity, liberty and justice. 

The glorious achievements of India were highlighted through a musical drama 'Aatmanirbhar Hum' specifically 

in the field of science, education, medicine, lifestyle, yoga, etc. The show focused on Yoga – as it is a wonderful 

gift from India to the rest of the world. The students portrayed women empowerment in the field of education, 

freedom, equality and much more through their splendid dance performances. The dance performance by the 

students based on the song 'Teri Mitti' was a fitting culmination to the show.

The Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur applauded the students for their outstanding performance and creating an 

environment of immense patriotic fervour. 
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Class Show in Progress

Curtain Call and Grand Finale
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Republic Day
'With faith in our hearts and independence in our thoughts, let's salute the Nation.' 

thThe 74  Republic Day of India was celebrated by the students of class 2 on 25th January 2023 with great patriotic 

fervour and gusto at SWS. A special assembly was conducted by the students of class 2C to commemorate the 

occasion. The students took pride in glorifying and celebrating the spirit of unity in diversity.

The assembly commenced with a prayer, followed by a medley of patriotic songs sung by the melodious school 

choir. Students spoke about the importance of 'Republic Day' and also recited patriotic poems. The rich cultural 

diversity of our country was showcased through a dance performance by the students which left the audience 

spellbound.

Assembly in Progress
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Assembly on Republic Day - Class 4C
“Freedom in the mind, strength in words, pureness in our blood, pride in our souls.”

Let's salute our country on this Republic Day!

As the nation celebrated its 74th anniversary of the enforcement of its constitution, there was an air of excitement 

coupled with patriotism at Smart Wonders. The main motto of celebrating Republic Day is to respect the unity in 

diversity that the country and its people represent. A Special Assembly was conducted by the students of 

class 4C on 25th January 2023 to commemorate the occasion.

 The assembly began with a prayer followed by the presentation of news and the thought for the day. Students 

spoke about the importance of Republic Day, the grand parade which showcases a multi-hued image of the 

country's rich cultural heritage and military prowess. The difference between hoisting the flag on Independence 

Day and unfurling the flag on Republic Day was also explained by the students. A short video was shown to 

enhance their understanding about Republic Day. 

The assembly culminated with a melodious patriotic song and the National Anthem sung by the students which 

filled the atmosphere with pride and love for the country. 

The below listed highlights of Republic Day 2023 were shared with the students:  

The chief guest at the Republic Day, 2023 celebrations: Egypt's President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.

The themes of the Republic Day Parade: India@75 means 75 years of progressive India, International Year of 

Millets and Nari Shakti.

Assembly in Progress
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Follow the Rules and Stay Safe
The students of class 7C conducted an awareness rally on the topic 'Traffic Rules' to be followed so that we can 

save lives while on the road. This activity was planned to commemorate the 'Road Safety Week'. Many people 

lose their lives in road accidents every day.  This can be avoided if we follow the safety rules while driving our 

vehicles. The students highlighted the importance of 'Zebra Crossing' by demonstrating the use of these 

crossings and educating the people on the road to stop and let the pedestrians cross the road safely. The speed 

of the vehicles should also be slow on all the turning points as well as when they are near a school. The 

importance of seat belts and helmets was also portrayed by the students during this activity.  A video was 

shown to emphasize the importance of 'Road Safety'. A quiz on the awareness of 'Road Safety Rules and Traffic 

Symbols' was conducted for the students of classes 6 to 9.

Students demonstrating 
the Road Safety Rules

Students Taking a Quiz on Road Safety
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Assembly on Ethics and Etiquettes
“Etiquette is just a way of showing other people that we have respect for them.”

As you behave towards others, expect that others will behave the same way with you. This comes from good 

manners and moral ethics. To inculcate etiquettes and good manners amongst the children, class 2B presented 
than assembly on 'Ethics and Etiquettes' on Friday, 20  January 2023. The children conducted the assembly and 

also shared their thoughts regarding the importance of ethical values. Children performed a song on 

'Good Manners' that triggered enthusiasm in all present there. They were praised for their confidence and were 

conferred appreciation certificates by the Head of Junior Wing, Ms. Sarika Sharma and the Coordinator, 

Ms. Manveen Mander. The educators were appreciated for grooming the students well.

 Assembly in Progress
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Certificate Distribution
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English Declamation Competition
“The quickest way to acquire self-confidence is to do exactly what you are afraid to do.”

The power of a good speech cannot be undermined. To provide an ideal platform to showcase their talent as 

budding speakers and to hone the oratory skills among the students, an 'English Declamation Competition' was 
thheld for the students of class 2 on 20  January 2023. 

The participants had to speak on the topic 'I am what I eat' and had to deliver their speech in two minutes. The 

enthusiastic speakers mesmerized the students and educators in the audience with their excellent oratory skills. 

It was a moment of great pleasure and pride to listen to these participants, as they displayed great confidence, 

enthusiasm and eloquence. 

The results were as follows:

First Position            

Second Position       

Third Position           

Ishanvi Sinha - Class 2A

Bhaavi - Class 2C 

Abhiroop Singh – Class 2B 

Mansaaj Kaur - Class 2A

Consolation              

Aarav Sharma - Class 2D

Ishman - Class 2B

Parleen Kaur- Class 2A

Aadishakti - Class 2B
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Assembly on Self-Esteem
“Self-esteem is how we value and perceive ourselves.”

School assemblies are an important part of the school culture. These help the students imbibe values and 

strengthen their core life skills. Class 4D assembly held on 19th January presented the importance of the value 

for the month 'Self-Esteem'. It began with a prayer followed by presentation of news and thought for the day. 

Students highlighted the importance of self-esteem and how it improves the overall quality of our life.

Self-esteem impacts one's relationships, emotional health and well-being. Students were apprised of the 

important elements and characteristics of self-esteem. The efforts of the students were well appreciated. 

Assembly in Progress
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Community Helpers' Week
'You have two hands - one to help yourself and the second to help others.'

The students of class 3 celebrated 'Community Helpers' Week' during the EVS lessons from 16th to 20th January. 

This activity was organized with an aim to stimulate students' social development skills. It also created 

awareness about the role and importance of the community helpers in our day-to-day life. It was an exciting 

experience for the little Wonderites as they made paper puppets to demonstrate the helpers such as carpenter, 

driver, doctor, firefighter, plumber, gardener, etc. The students presented their puppets, exchanged ideas and 

talked about the services rendered by them.
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Aditya, Shreyansh and 
Krisha of 3B

Arjan, Hunarvir, Sargun, 
Aditya Rathore and 

Manav of 3B

Anant, Aastha, Lakshita, 

Jasjot and Harleen of 3A

Gunttaj, Gurfateh and 
Aarav of 3A

Rajbir, Harliv, Kishika, 
Yashika and Harkeerat of 3A

Vintej, Japnam, Vaani, 
Aryansh and Ganieve Kaur of 3A
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Kanwarveer, Vivan Sareen, Kulna, 
Vivan Upadhay and Tanmay of 3B

Karanveer, Divit, Jaiteg, Harnoor and 
Nimrat of 3B

Bavanya, Bhavya, Aahana, Harnidh and 
Hargun of 3C

Inayat, Anaaya, Agreem and 
Mithun of 3C

Jasraj, Aarush and 
Kashvi of 3C

Tejeshwar, Sageer, Avishi and 
Jaskaran of 3C
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Self Defence Workshop
Self-defence is a life skill that helps students become physically fit, more  of their surroundings and aware

ready to face the unexpected challenges. The SWS students of classes 4, 5 and 6 participated in a self-defence 

workshop conducted by Mr. Rudal, a  instructor and an expert in this field. He demonstrated various Taekwondo

self protection moves through which a student can protect himself / herself when threatened by any stranger. 

The main objective of self-defence training is to empower yourself with techniques to handle any sudden 

attack independently. It was a very engaging session and our young Wonderites learned a few techniques to 

keep themselves safe as it's the need of the hour. 

Demonstrating Moves for Self Defence
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Reopening of schools after winter break is a time for new aspirations and rejuvenating dreams. It is time to enter 

the school with a new vigour and fresh vibes. Our tiny tots of Foundation years were embraced back to the 

classrooms wholeheartedly with utmost jubilation and affection after a fun filled winter vacation.

The smiles on the gleaming faces were unparalleled as students were greeted at the main entrance of the school 

by their teachers followed by an array of exciting activities that enthralled them. Students were exhilarated as 

there was an eagerness to meet the teachers and friends. 

This day was observed as a 'No Bag Day' for the Foundation Years and many fun-filled activities were planned for 

the much-awaited first day of the school, post vacation. Engagement in the most interesting activities during the 

day stimulated the students and geared them up to resume their academic journey to reach the end of the 

glorious session.  

First Day After Winter Break 
No Bag Day 

Students of UKG Enjoying No Bag Day
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Students of Class 1 Enjoying No Bag Day
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Money Matters
A Math Lab Activity

The students of Class 3 were introduced to the concept of Financial Literacy by means of an interesting Math 

Lab Activity. They had set up dummy shops and role played as buyers and sellers, using the merchandise and 

play money brought from home. This enhanced their computation as well as communication skills, as the 

students made the transactions with their fellow classmates to understand the value for money. They also 

explored the digital payment methods and used Paytm, Google Pay and bank cards for paying their bills. Overall, 

this activity was full of excitement for the young Wonderites as it paved way for a fun-filled learning. 
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Class 3 Students enjoying an activity on Money Matters
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 भोजन मानव शर�र का वह अ�भ�न अगं है िजसके मा�यम से इस शर�र �पी वाहन को �धन �मलता है। आज �व�व के अ�धकांश देश� म� 
कपोषण का �कोप बढ़ता जा रहा है, िजसके म�यतः दो कारण ह� - एक भोजन का अभाव तथा दसरा �हण �कए गए भोजन म� ु ु ू
आव�यक पोषक त�व� का अभाव, िजस कारण हमारे �वारा �हण �कया गया भोजन ह� हमारे शर�र का सबसे बड़ा श� बन रहा ु
है। वतम� ान ि�थ�त को देखत ेहए ��येक �यि�त के �लए एक सखद और �व�थ जीवन जीने हेत संत�लत आहार लेना अ�यंत ु ु ुु
आव�यक बन गया है।
ब�च� म� सव��म �वकास और उनक� ��तर�ा को बढ़ावा देने के �लए उ�चत तर�के से बनाया गया संत�लत आहार परम ु
आव�यक है। इस अव�ध के दौरान शर�र म� ह��डय� का �वकास होता है, इस�लए कैि�शयम य�त खा�य पदाथ � जसेै �क द�ध ु ु
उ�पाद (दध, पनीर, दह�) और पालक, �ोकल� का सेवन करना बेहद ज�र� ह�, �य��क इन पदाथ� म� कैि�शयम भरपर मा�ा म� ू ू
होता है।
आजकल ब�च� का झकाव जंक फड क� ओर अ�धक हो गया है। ऐसे म� ब�च� को पोषण से भरपर खा�य पदाथ � के �लए �े�रत ु ू ू
करना बेहद ज़�र� है। अ�धकांश ब�चे अन�य�त खाने क� आदत डाल लेत े ह�। ये आदत� �व�भ�न द�घक� ा�लक �वा��य ु ु
ज�टलताएं उ�प�न करती ह�, जसेै �क मोटापा, �दय रोग, मधमेह और ऑि�टयोपोरो�सस। ऐस � म�, ब�च� म� श� से ह� उपय�त ु ु ु
आहार क� आदत डालने और उ�ह� इसके ��त जाग�क बनाने क� बात अ�यंत मह�वपण � हो जाती है। इस ग�त�व�ध का उ�दे�य ू
छा�� को अपनी जीवन शलै � म� बदलाव लाकर संत�लत आहार का मह�व समझाना है। ु

Kunwar Pratap Singh 5A

Dhairyaveer 5A Kahaan Narang 5A

Class 5A
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Arshit 5B Ashmeet Kaur 5B Rehatpal Singh 5B

Class 5C

Class 5B

Kaashvi Gupta 5C

Yuvraj Singh 5CSartaj Singh 5C
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 Mythical creatures take students into the world of imagination and a project around these surely enhances 

creativity along with fostering the language skills of the students. An interesting and thought-provoking research 

task was planned for the students of class 3 wherein they researched about the eight families of fairies - Elves, 

Dwarfs, Pixies, Gnomes, Gremlins, Goblins, Sprite and Demons. The students gathered information and made 

unique and beautiful presentations on them. They discovered a number of facts about these characters as they 

read and wrote about them. The students also drew, painted and created interesting art pieces. This information 

further helped them in understanding a chapter in their Literature Book where they had read about the Elves. 

Gurfateh Singh 3A Japnam 3A Ruhbani 3B Sargun 3B

Amyrah 3C Mithun 3C

Class 3A Class 3B

Class 3C
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Travelling familiarises students with different countries or cities around the world. A travel brochure guides the 

tourists with a written document to know about the places. A brochure surely enhances creativity along with 

fostering the language skills of the students. An interesting research-based task was planned for the students of 

class 4 to create a travel brochure of any Indian city of their choice. The students looked into different cities of 

our country and included information on how to reach the destination city, its famous tourist spots, authentic 

food and other accommodation details in their brochure. Students discovered a number of facts about the 

cities and created beautiful brochures to present them in their class to share their learning with the peers.                                                                                                          

Inaayat 4A Manseerat Kaur 4A

Jayansh 4B Saesha 4B Vriddhi 4B

Class 4A

Class 4B
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Designing of Travel Brochures
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Ajooni 4C Irsheen Kaur 4C

Arshnoor 4DHarsheen 4D

Class 4C

Class 4D
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Dictionary Designing 
Holiday projects are a means to revisit, recapitulate and practice the concepts learnt in the class so far. It also 

helps the students to develop various necessary skills to enhance their performance in academics. To ensure 

that they are engaged fruitfully during vacation, the students of class 5 were given a task to create a dictionary. 

They had to search new words beginning with different alphabets from the literature textbook and write those 

words along with their meanings. They also had to design an impressive and appropriate cover for the 

dictionary showcasing their creativity. This innovative task was designed in a way that students get a chance to 

explore their imagination and also reiterate the words they had been taught in the classroom. The students 

came up with stupendous ideas while creating a pictorial dictionary. They presented their work in front of the 

peers and their efforts were well appreciated by their teachers.

Pocket Dictionaries created by Students
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Book Covers And Reviews
“Today a reader, tomorrow a leader.”

~ Margaret Fuller

Reading books gives us exposure to various new words and perspectives. It helps strengthen our command over 

the language and sharpen our sentence structure, both of which are mandatory for being a good speaker. To 

inculcate good reading habits amongst our students, the library period is dedicated to 'Book Review Writing' 

and 'Designing Book Covers'. In this initiative, the students are encouraged to read books from different genres, 

write reviews and design covers. Besides developing independent reading habits and gaining a strong 

command over the language, the students also get the opportunity to share their views, thus honing their 

speaking skills and their ability to express themselves.

Raya Vashistha of 6A

Ruhbani Kaur Chawla of 3B Vriddhi Jindal of 4B Reanna Cheema of 4B

Rehatpal Singh of 5B

Reyansh Aneja of 4B

Sidak Kaur Dhaliwal of 5BSukhmeen Kaur of 5B

Book Covers
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Sargun Kaur of 3B

Sukhmani of 7C

Shreyank Sharma of 5A Vaanya of 7A

Vagisha Verma of 7A

Book Reviews
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Tilak Ceremony at SWS 
On the auspicious occasion of Basant Panchami, Smart Wonders School conducted the solemn Tilak ceremony 

for the outgoing students of Class 10. They sought the blessings of Goddess Saraswati, the deity of knowledge, 

for their upcoming Board examination. Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur, blessed each student lovingly by applying 

tilak on their forehead and extended her best wishes as they embark on their Board exam soon. The students 

were offered prasad after puja by our Vice Principal, Ms. Raina Chona. 

Tilak Ceremony in Progress
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Sitting (L –R): Ms. Anamika Mehta (Class-Educator), Ms. Raina Chona (Vice-Principal), 
                         Ms. Poonamjit Kaur (Principal), Dr. Parul Bhargava (Senior Wing Coordinator)

Row 1: Harkaran Singh, Ishiqa Sareen, Mehar Juneja, Snehal Kumar, Ravnoor Kaur, Ramneek Kaur,  
             Tusharmeet Singh

Row 2: Sugampreet, Riddhima Pandey, Manya, Kanu, Samaira

Row 3: Japji, Sonia Sidhu, Sereena Singh, Pearl, Harnoor Kaur, Drishti Sharma

Row 4: Mankirat Singh, Harmanjit Singh, Madhav, Aryan Sharma, Yuvraj Singh, Jot Khushdeep Singh,  
             Chaitanya Sharma

Class 10 A – Batch of Session 2022-23
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Sitting (L - R): Ms. Praveen Kapoor (Class-Educator), Ms. Raina Chona (Vice-Principal),
                         Ms. Poonamjit Kaur (Principal), Dr. Parul Bhargava (Senior Wing Coordinator)

Row 1: Nishika Kapoor, Anavi Mehta, Anisha Nischal, Dhriti Choudhary, Jasnoor Kaur, Kshitij Pandey

Row 2: Saksham Sachdeva, S. Vaishnavi, Avishi Agarwal, Avanya Narang, Tasvi Chadha, Snehpreet Kaur, 
             Naman Negi

Row 3: Bhavya Gupta, Vedant Thakur, Kanavjeet Godara,  Pulkit Verma, Jaskaran Singh, 
            Dakshom Sarmal

Row 4: Swastik Joshi, Taksh Chadha, Arnav Kaushik, Pranshu Kamboj, Mehul Kumar
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Sitting (L – R): Ms. Reema Patiyal (Class-Educator), Ms. Raina Chona (Vice-Principal), 
                          Ms. Poonamjit  Kaur (Principal), Dr. Parul Bhargava (Senior Wing Coordinator)

Row 1: Krishiv Kapoor, Gurdaatbir Singh, Jaeneisha Kaur Grewal, Gurnoor Kaur Brar, Eknoor Mahach, 
             Kuvampreet, Arshnoor Singh

Row 2: Armaan Singh, Lavanya Korpal, Arshnoor, Banipreet Singh, Jannat Kaur Poonia, Guneet Kaur

Row 3: Diljot Singh Bajwa, Jasraj Singh, Armaandeep Singh, Brahmleen Atwal, Navya Wadehra, Amreen Gill

Row 4: Jasnoor, Gurekam Singh, Gurleen Kaur, Kishreen Kaur, Gurleen Kaur Brar, Angadveer Singh Deol
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A part of me belongs to this place because a part of this place belongs to me. We're nothing but a pile of 

experiences and the biggest chunk in my pile reads, 'Smart Wonderite'. 

I feel like I am already living in the nostalgia - the circle time, the club lessons, asking for outdoor lessons 

during substitutions, from checking of uniforms at the school gate every morning to enjoying ourselves to the 

fullest while playing basketball match in the Sports lesson, experiencing two investiture ceremonies, planning 

the class show, the children's day dances; wherever I go I will keep these memories with me; and whenever I 

will reflect upon these memories, I will feel grateful for all the love I have been receiving from my teachers, my 

friends, didis and bhaiyas. Now, the dichotomy of the great experience is that it fills you with the ecstasy for 

your future ventures, at the same time, fills you with the sad little feeling that you lost it all to the past. As they 

say, “Don't be sad that it's over, be grateful that it happened”. I, for that matter, am grateful to all the factors that 

led me to seek admission in this school. I can confidently vouch on the fact that these two years were the best 

two years of my life.

I still remember the little me holding my mother's hand, all nervous stepping into this beautiful school, my 
second home. All teary eyes while starting the journey and the same teary eyes while ending it. The most 
important chapter of our lives is coming to an end. However, there is a whole new chapter of life awaiting us. 

thFrom KG to 10 , almost 13 years spent with the teachers and friends, the warmth they all have provided is just 
like being at home. Our everyday fights with our friends, teachers scolding us for not completing our work and 
us begging for extra sports periods, my inner self will miss this alot. I know that for many of us, thinking about 
the future is an unsettling experience. The values of our school have filled us with so much confidence that we 
can readily take on any challenge. As I prepare to say goodbye to this school and move on to the next phase of 
my life, I can't help but feel a sense of sadness. As they say life goes on. All these memories have a special space 
in my heart and I shall never forget them. They are the people who shaped me into who I am right now and I 
feel proud to say that 'I am a Wonderite'.

While we know we will not be able to relive this life again, we are never going to forget the days spent here. In 
the end, I would like to thank everyone once again and I promise that we will always live with the ethics, skills 
and proficiencies we have learnt here. 

"It's so funny, how day after day you feel nothing changes. But when you look back, everything is different."

Being a part of this school has been an absolute honour and as the Head-girl of the school, I hope one day I'll 

be able to give back a mere fraction of what this school has given me. I still remember the first day I came to 

this school. Every single teacher, my parents and all of my amazing friends are the ones who helped me, what 

Madhav, 10 A

An Era of Biennial

I Still Remember

My Experience as the Head Girl
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“Our Journey at SWS”

Lavanya Korpal, 10C
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Ever since sixth grade, I've looked up to the Head-girl, knowing one day I just had to be up there. I've been in 

this school for almost 9 years and have always been eager to move from one class to another. But now, moving 

on seems like something I want to prolong forever. But, as people say, every ending is the beginning of 

something new, I feel pride in doing so.

I'm grateful for the amazing opportunities I got, not just in academics, but in sports and arts as well, providing 

me exposure to all kinds of things, preparing me for the outside world. 

This is a chapter in my life I shall cherish forever

It feels like it was yesterday only when my friends and I were talking about how this long journey at SWS is 

coming to its end. Only a month more to go and then I have to enter a whole new world, leaving behind all the 

nostalgic memories of fun, joy, sorrow, entrancement and excitement. This school, the teachers and the staff 

has basically built the base, the path of my whole life which lies ahead of me. I wouldn't have been me today, if 

it weren't for the teachers and my friends supporting me. The journey of 13 years in this school was very 

memorable, especially this year has been a complete roller coaster ride consisting of ups and downs. This 

school not only shaped my academics and sports but also made me a leader. I became the 'Deputy Cultural 

Captain' and later the 'Discipline Head' of the school. Also I participated in a number of Inter school events and 

achieved a lot, and it wouldn't have been possible without the help of the teachers, which I am really grateful 

for. Every student at SWS is meant to be unique because of how amazing this institution is. I shall forever 

treasure these memories. In the end, I can proudly say, this school truly did make me CONFIDENT, COMPETENT 

and CARING.

The clear blue sky embraced us with its presence, the sunshine fueled our imagination, and then there was its 

beauty that no shadow could touch.

Just looking up makes you dream then why do we stop trying even when we know that the sky is limitless and 

everlasting.

Even through the darkest of times, the blue hues of the sky managed to pass through the greys of sadness, lifting 

our spirits and once again blessing us with God's sunlight.

Avishi Agarwal, 10B

My Journey at SWS

Jaskaran Paul, 10B

The Wide Blue Yonder

Kishreen Kaur, 10 C
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shaped me into being who I am today, a debt I can never repay. Back then, I never knew the influence they 
would have on my life. 
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With tears in my eyes, I stepped into a building, not knowing it would be my house, my life for the next 12 years. 

Today, I left that same building with tears of gloom and memories of a lifetime. From early morning groans 

about having to wake up early each day to feeling happy when the day ended on a good note. The first day I 

entered this place I held my mother's hand and walked through those corridors. Each year I gradually got 

promoted to a new class with new people all around me. There is no feeling like trying to find your new 

classroom and your new teachers and the peers surrounding you. With always being closed off as a person, I 

found it difficult to get to know people but this was the place I found some who will always be there with me. 

From kindergarten to tenth, that's how my journey went. You walk into a new class looking at everyone and 

wondering what they must be thinking about you. All eyes are on you but then you remember they're just the 

same as you are, going through the same things in life, the problems, the difficulties and even the happiness. 

You see your educator and feel like you're their own child. To me, each and every class teacher I've had till date 

has been someone so special, like a second mother. They guide you through everything and make you 

understand the lessons of life, you can only be taught at school, the love they give you and how they want you 

to succeed. They're the most trustworthy people you know. How our parents hand us over to them knowing 

they'll take care of us. For the foundation that made me who I am today, whatever I know, I am utterly grateful 

to you. I've spent half of my life here. On the first day of school you start to anticipate when the summer 

holidays will come but when they do you don't remember how the time flew by. You come back to school and 

meet everyone and feel comfortable in the place you've been for years, years that seem like an eternity. School 

is your second home and honestly, I didn't cherish this thought until this year. When you are young you just 

assume that this is your life. This isn't going to end. The subjects, the endless exams and then the cycle 

continues again and again but this year I reflect back on that and what I wouldn't give to just become a toddler 

again walking down the hallways for another eternity that we thought it was. From the excitement of the 

swimming period to standing in lines for the assembly, from going to the infirmary to get a Hajmola (because 

yes, that was an excuse) to never leaving the bookshelf aisles until and unless ma'am asked us to get back. From 

all the annual functions at Tagore Theater to quizzes, olympiads and what not and the sheer excitement when 

a trip was announced. From dancing on the seats of the buses to making behind-the-scenes videos during the 

class shows and listening to a story about the mother with one eye, in substitutions. I've experienced it all and 

that's because this place gave me a chance to. At night, I lie awake cherishing the moments we have left now. 

They might not be enough to say what I want to, to each and every one but I say, "We laughed until we had to 

cry, we loved right down to our last goodbye.” It aches me physically to say goodbye but with all that I am 

today, I say I had the time of my life.

Salud!

'Years through the Looking Glass'

Jaeneisha Grewal, 10C
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ਿਕਸਾਨ

ਗੁਨੀਤ ਕੌਰ, 10 ਸੀ

ਇਸ ਦਨੁੀਆ, ਜਹਾਨ ਦਾ 
ਸਭ ਤੰੂ ਹ ੈ ਜਾਣਦਾ !
ਿਕਦ ੇ ਲੇਖ ੇ ਸੱੁਖ ਹ ੈ ,
ਤੇ ਿਕਦ ੇ ਲੇਖ ੇ ਦੱਖੁ। 
ਸਭ ਤੰੂ ਹ ੈ ਜਾਣਦਾ !
ਹ ੇ ਮੇਰ ੇ ਦਾਿਤਆ,

ਤੰੂ ਬੜ�ਾ ਬੇਅੰਤ ਹੈ। 
ਹਰ ਜੀਣ-ਜੰਤ ਤੰੂ, 

ਜਾਣੇ ਆਿਦ ਅੰਤ ਹੈ। 
ਤੇਰੀ ਉਚੱੀ ਪਹੰਚੁ 'ਤ�,

 ਕੋਈ ਵੀ ਨਾ ਬਾਹਰ ਹ|ੈ
ਹੇ ਮੇਰੇ ਦਾਿਤਆ, 

ਤੰੂ ਅਗਮ ਅਪਾਰ  ਹੈ|
ਬੜੇ ਚਾਅ ਨਾਲ ਤੰੂ, 

ਧਰਤੀ ਬਣਾਈ ਹੈ|
ਹਰ ਇੱਕ ਿਜੰਦ ਲਈ,

 ਸਮਾਗਰੀ ਵੀ ਪਾਈ ਹੈ। 
ਸਾਰੀਆਂ ਿਜੰਦਗੀਆਂ ਦਾ, 

ਤੰੂ ਹੀ ਇੱਕ  ਸਾਰ ਹੈ|
ਹੈ ਮੇਰੇ ਦਾਿਤਆ,

 ਤੰੂ ਅਗਮ ਅਪਾਰ ਹੈ|

ਜੀਵਾ ਂਦਾ ਰਚਨਾ ਹਾਰ 
ਅਨ ਦਾਤਾ ਨੇ ਉਹ ਸਾਡੇ, 

ਮਾਂ ਵਾਂਗੂ ਪਾਲਦੇ ਨੇ, 
ਉਹਨਾਂ ਂਲਾਹੌਰਉਦੀਆਂ ਫ਼ਸਲਾਂ 

ਦੀ ਤਪਸ਼ ਿਵੱਚ, 
ਮੌਸਮ ਹੋਵੇ ਕਿਹ ਵੀ, ਕਰਦੇ ਸੰਗਰਸ਼ ਨੇ। 
ਖੂਨ ਤੇ ਪਸੀਨੇ ਦੀ ਿਮਹਨਤ ਇਹ ਉਹਨਾਂ ਦੀ , 

ਿਜਸ ਕਰਕੇ ਚਲਦੀ ਿਜ਼ੰਦਗੀ ਅਸਾਡੀ ਹੈ। 
ਂਆਖ਼ਰ ਉਹ ਿਦਨ ਆਉਦਾ ਹੈ। 

ਉਹਨਾਂ ਉਹਨਾਂ ਦੀ ਿਮਹਨਤ ਦਾ ਫਲ ਿਮਲ 
ਂਲੋਕਗੀਤਾਂ ਦੇ ਬਹਾਰਾਂ ਆਉਦੀਆਂ ਨੇ। 

ਂਆਖ਼ਰ ਵੈਸਾਖੀ ਆਉਦੀ ਹੈ,
ਿਕਸਾਨ ਨੱਚਦੇ ਤੇ ਝੂਮਦੇ ਨੇ !! 

ਆਦਰ ਕਰੋ ਉਹਨਾਂ ਦੇ ਸੰਗਰਸ਼ ਦਾ , 
ਆਦਰ ਕਰੋ ਉਹਨਾਂ ਿਕਸਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ !! 

ਆਦਰ ਕਰੋ ਉਹਨਾਂ ਅਨ ਿਦੱਿਤਆਂ ਦਾ !!

ਜਾਂਦਾ ਹੈ।
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‘ਉਹ ਕੁਦਰਤ’
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ਜਨੀਸ਼ਾ ਗਰੇਵਾਲ 10 ਸੀ
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Avid Readers for 
the Month of January

It is not true that we have only one life to live; 

if we can read, we can live as many more lives and 

as many kinds of lives as we wish.

~S.I. Hayakawa                                           

Monthly Newsletter January
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Ruhbani Kaur Chawla of 3B

Vaanya of 7A
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The Smart Wonders 
HALL OF FAME

Gunttaj Pannu of class 3A bagged the coveted 

First prize in 'Group Dance Competition' and 

Second prize in 'Solo Dance Competition' held at 

Pracheen Kala Kendra, Sector 71, Mohali. 

Kuvam of class 2A has added several new feathers to his 
cap in the realm of skating. Listed below are some of his 
recent achievements:

1) July 2022: Won a Bronze medal in 300 meters race 
conducted by Tricity Speed Skating Championship 2022. 

2) 3rd and 4th September 2022: Won a Gold medal in 600
 meters race and Silver medal in 200 meters race 
conducted by Mohali District Roller Skating 
Championship 2022. 

3) November 2002: Won Silver medal in 600 meters race 
and Bronze medal in 400 meters race conducted by 34th 
Punjab State Roller Skating Championship 2022.

4) December 2022: Participated in 500 meters race and 
1000 meters race conducted by CBSE Internal School 
Sports Games Competition 2022-23.

5) December 2022: Won a Gold medal in Rink 5 and 
another Gold medal in Rink 6 in the skating race 
conducted by All India Speed Skating Championship 2022.

Monthly Newsletter January
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ACHIEVERS OF INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD, 2022-23

The Highlights of SOF Olympiads, 
Session 2022-23

Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Gold Medal + 
Certificate of Outstanding Performance

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

AMOLI SHARMA

SAMUEL JAIN

SANAYA SHUKLA

AJUNI KAUR

ABHIROOP SINGH ARORA

BHAAVI

MANSAAJ DHILLON

GANIEVE KAUR SANDHU

RAUNAV GROVER

SHAURYA SINGH

GURNIWAZ KAUR SAINI

HASRAT KAUR

RASHI MANOCHA

VRIDDHI JINDAL

GURFATEH SINGH KHATTAR

PB0796-01-004

PB0796-01-034

PB0796-01-035

PB0796-02-004

PB0796-02-007

PB0796-02-008

PB0796-02-030

PB0796-03-011

PB0796-03-013

PB0796-03-027

PB0796-03-031

PB0796-04-013

PB0796-04-016

PB0796-04-036

PB0796-04-046

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

AARAV THAKUR

ADVITA SONI

RAANI MANN

SAMAIRA JAIN

EKAM AUJLA

KUDRAT RANA

MANRAJ SINGH

KASHVI BHATIA

MANVIK BADHAN

VAGISHA VERMA

AYUSHI GUPTA

KANAK PUREWAL

KIRANDEEP KAUR

JASHVI BHARTI

AVISHI AGARWAL

EKNOOR MAHACH

GURLEEN KAUR BRAR

PB0796-05-001

PB0796-05-004

PB0796-05-024

PB0796-05-028

PB0796-06-010

PB0796-06-015

PB0796-06-023

PB0796-07-010

PB0796-07-013

PB0796-07-023

PB0796-08-006

PB0796-08-013

PB0796-08-014

PB0796-09-006

PB0796-10-006

PB0796-10-010

PB0796-10-013

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level
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Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

33

34

35

36

PB0796-10-028

PB0796-10-029

PB0796-10-030

PB0796-10-031

SAMAIRA SHARMA

SNEHAL KUMAR

SONIA SIDHU

SUGAMPREET KAUR

ACHIEVERS OF INTERNATIONAL GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OLYMPIAD 

Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

PAARTH JINDAL

ABHIROOP SINGH ARORA

JUGRAJ SINGH

UTKRISHT KHOSLA

AVISHI

GURFATEH SINGH KHATTAR

KANWARVEER SINGH

AJOONI SINGH

ERSHEEN KAUR

KAVIN DUGGAL

VRIDDHI JINDAL

JAPJEET SINGH

WINRAJ SINGH

HARSIMRAN SINGH

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate

PB0796-01-043

PB0796-02-007

PB0796-02-023

PB0796-02-049

PB0796-03-005

PB0796-03-011

PB0796-03-022

PB0796-04-003

PB0796-04-010

PB0796-04-027

PB0796-04-046

PB0796-05-016

PB0796-06-032

PB0796-08-010

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ACHIEVERS OF NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

PB0796-01-009
Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction + 
Certificate of Zonal Excellence

PB0796-01-011

ASREET KAUR SIDHU

AYANSH SETHI
Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate +
Student Performance Report (SPR)

1

2
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Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate +
 Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Gold Medal + 
Certificate of Outstanding Performance + Medal of 
Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

KUDRAT GUPTA

RACHET KHULLAR

ABHIROOP SINGH ARORA

JUGRAJ SINGH

KIANSH GARG

UTKRISHT KHOSLA

GURFATEH SINGH KHATTAR

GANIEVE KAUR SANDHU

KANWARVEER SINGH

HASRAT KAUR

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

JAYANSH MAHAJAN

KAVIN DUGGAL

REYANSH ANEJA

SAMANVAY JAIN

VRIDDHI JINDAL

PB0796-01-023

PB0796-01-029

PB0796-02-007

PB0796-02-023

PB0796-02-028

PB0796-02-049

PB0796-03-011

PB0796-03-013

PB0796-03-022

PB0796-04-016

PB0796-04-023

PB0796-04-027

PB0796-04-039

PB0796-04-040

PB0796-04-046

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

ADVITA SONI

BIRPATAP SINGH

PB0796-05-004

PB0796-05-011
Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

18

19
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Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

KAASHVI GUPTA

EKAM AUJLA

NAVYA SINGH

WINRAJ SINGH

EIKNOOR KAUR BUTTAR

NAVKIRAN KAUR

SUKHMANI

MANLEEN KAUR

SANAH GOYAL

HARSHITA SHARMA

TANMAY MAURYA

ARSHNOOR KAUR

HARSHPREET SINGH

PB0796-05-018

PB0796-06-010

PB0796-06-021

PB0796-06-032

PB0796-07-007

PB0796-07-016

PB0796-07-020

PB0796-08-019

PB0796-08-022

PB0796-08-029

PB0796-09-010

PB0796-09-012

PB0796-09-015

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate +
 Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate +
 Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate +
 Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

20

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

BRAHMLEEN ATWAL

DILJOT SINGH BAJWA

RITVIZ K GARG

PB0796-10-007

PB0796-10-009

PB0796-10-027

33

34

35
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Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

ACHIEVERS OF INTERNATIONAL  MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + Zonal Gold Medal + 
Certificate of Zonal Excellence + Medal of 
Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction + Certificate of Zonal 
Excellence

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction + 
Certificate of Zonal Excellence

Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction + Certificate of Zonal 
Excellence

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

AADWITA MUKHERJEE

ASREET KAUR SIDHU

AYANSH SETHI

AARVI MONGA

KUDRAT GUPTA

NIMAKHPREET 

AARADHYA UPADHYA

ABHIROOP SINGH ARORA

GURKIRAT SINGH

KIANSH GARG

SUKHSEHAJ SINGH

ZUVEER SINGH AUJLA

ANAAYA SHAHI

GURFATEH SINGH KHATTAR

PB0796-01-001

PB0796-01-009

PB0796-01-011

PB0796-01-012

PB0796-01-023

PB0796-01-026

PB0796-02-001

PB0796-02-007

PB0796-02-014

PB0796-02-028

PB0796-02-041

PB0796-02-047

PB0796-03-003

PB0796-03-011

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
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Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

FATEH SINGH BAJWA

NAKSH BHANDARI

SHAURYA SINGH

HASRAT KAUR

JAYANSH MAHAJAN

MRIDUV VERMA

SAMANVAY JAIN

VRIDDHI JINDAL

BIRPRATAP SINGH

EKAMJOT SINGH

REHATPAL SINGH

HARMANBIR SINGH

WINRAJ SINGH

YUVRAJ SINGH

BHAVIK GOEL

MANVIK BADHAN

PB0796-03-017

PB0796-03-026

PB0796-03-031

PB0796-04-016

PB0796-04-023

PB0796-04-031

PB0796-04-040

PB0796-04-046

PB0796-05-011

PB0796-05-014

PB0796-05-025

PB0796-06-017

PB0796-06-032

PB0796-06-034

PB0796-07-003

PB0796-07-013

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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Roll No.S. No Name of the Student Awards Won International / Zonal / School Level

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate + 
Student Performance Report (SPR)

RISHIKA BHARDWAJ

GARIMA CHHABRA

JAPLEEN KAUR SAINI

SANAH GOYAL

CHINMAY K BACHHAV

MISHTI KHULLAR

TEJAL BASRA

JAPJI BAMRA

KANAVJEET GODARA

RITVIZ K GARG

PB0796-07-018

PB0796-08-008

PB0796-08-012

PB0796-08-022

PB0796-09-004

PB0796-09-007

PB0796-09-011

PB0796-10-016

PB0796-10-017

PB0796-10-027

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40
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A Heartfelt Tribute

In loving memory of late Sardar Kuljit Singh ji, as he peacefully departed for his heavenly journey on 
thThursday, 26  January 2023, we extend our deepest and heartfelt condolences to the bereaved family of the 

pious soul. We are honoured and blessed to have known him closely and personally as one of the 

torchbearers and a beloved member of the SWS family. 

Sardar Kuljit Singh Ji was a warm and cheerful person, always full of life. He completed his life's journey with 

a pleasing aura and great poise. He was a devoted husband, dedicated father and a doting grandfather who 

shared his amazing life's lessons to nurture his family. A fountainhead of knowledge, a source of inspiration 

and generosity, he has left behind a great legacy and a rich harvest of memories for each one of us to cherish, 

honour and emulate.

�ose we love don't go away,
�ey walk beside us every day.

Unseen, unheard but always near,
Still loved, still missed and very dear.
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SMART WONDERS SCHOOL
Near IVY Hospital, Sector 71, Mohali.

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL
Near IVY Hospital, Sector 71, Mohali.

   YOUR FEEDBACK MATTERS

         WRITE TO US AT 
smartwonders_school@hotmail.com

  OR 

LEAVE US YOUR PRECIOUS 
 GOOGLE RATING AND REVIEWS

               FOLLOW US 
ON OUR SOCIAL NETWORKS
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